Time
period

July
2019
– June
2020

Amount
of
funding
received

Amount
spent

How the money has been spent

Effect on pupils’ PE
and sport
participation and
attainment

£19600

£1710

An after school club for 20
children which changed each half
term run by Premier Sports
Limited.

This allowed 80
children from across
the school to take
part in extracurricular sports
provision.
Summer term clubs
did not run due to
Covid-19 but were still
paid for.

£2400

Central School Sports Partnership.
This entitled us to:-

How we will
make sure/have
made sure the
improvements
are sustainable
As this is paid
for in part by the
parents, this will
be sustainable in
the future as
they are already
used to paying.

Membership to the Youth Sport
Trust: This provides us with
additional resources and CPD
courses, all of which are
coordinated through the School
Games Organiser (SGO).

These courses provide
training and therefore
further expertise to
our staff in their
delivery of PE.

The expertise
which the staff
have obtained will
be sustained and
passed on to
other staff.

Play Leader Programme: The
opportunity to send 12 pupils in
years 5/6 to train to become play
leaders.

This has had a huge
impact on the children
who are leaders and
their engagement, as
well as that of the
children they are
encouraging to play
games at break and
lunchtimes.

Now we have the
resources, we
could train the
children
internally if the
need arose in
order to continue
the program.

Year 1 and Year 2 Multiskills
Festival –This competition enabled
us to send all of our pupils in year 1
and 2 over 2 days.

The children love this
competition and it’s an
opportunity for the
year groups who do
not usually get the
chance to compete.

We could
potentially
organise
something like
this in our school
and invite others
to it, but it would
not be possible
for it to be on
such a large
scale.

12 children were trained to be
skills challenge leaders where they
learnt to run activities to enable
the children to compete against

This improved the
children’s confidence
in leading activities
but also gave more

As with the
playleaders, we
now have the

themselves on the playground to
try and improve their score.

opportunities for a
larger number of
children to be active
on the playground to
try and achieve the
active 30:30 target.

skills challenge
resources and
could do the
training
internally.

£1455

Blackwell Adventure – We take
Year 5 here for a day so that they
are able to experience outdoor
activities which is part of the NC
requirement. The Sports Premium
money means that we are able to
subsidise the day and so the
children can pay £12 for an
experience which should cost £25.

As the children
contribute to the
payment, we
could still afford
a half day
experience if the
funding was no
longer available.
It is now
ingrained in the
school calendar
and so the trip
would continue.

£695

Supply cover for PE coordinator to
attend final day of RealPE training,
as well as release for staff to
attend extra Real PE inset and
demonstrations and for staff to
take children to competitions

£1200

DanceBugs After school clubs
Gymnastics club for 20 children –
40 children were able to
participate as summer clubs did not
run due to Covid-19.

This means that all of
the children are given
the opportunity to
experience outdoor
activities which they
do not normally have
the chance to
experience. They can
then be inspired to
carry these on outside
of school now or in
the future.
It also has massive
benefit in drawing out
teamwork, confidence
and perseverance in
the children as they
experience new
things.
This means that we
are able to facilitate
taking children to
competitions and also
staff are more
confident in the
delivery of PE lessons.
40 children had the
chance to experience
a high level of
gymnastics instruction
outside of curriculum
time.

£206

Transport to competitions and
sporting experiences.

Competition and the
chance to go out of
school to play sport
really increases
children’s engagement
and enthusiasm.

We will continue
to enter
competitions, as
entering and
being competitive
raises our

(Limited due to all summer
competitions being cancelled due to
Covid-19).

N/A

The children pay
a subsidised rate
and so parents
would be used to
paying so if the
uptake was good
enough, we could
continue with
this but with the
parents paying
full price.

children’s
standards as
they are being
challenged. We
could ask parents
to contribute to
transport costs
or to transport
their own
children to and
from
competitions.
£98.41

Diwali Dance Workshop for 60 Year
4 children

This gave children a
chance to try
something new
alongside learning
about the religious
festival of Diwali

Total spending: £7764.41
Carried forward: £11835.59
The intention is to use this for our second year of Real PE training and support provided by Create
Development as well as further training for new members of staff.
It will also be used for catch-up swimming and transport to the pool for those year groups who missed
out due to Covid-19 when this is possible.

17/60 Year 6 children swam 25metres in Year 5 (28%)

